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Abstract

Folds form by ductile deformation typically involving continuous ¯ow. In the elastico-frictional regime, such deformation may be

accomplished by cataclastic ¯ow involving collective movement on a population of fractures and zones. The Canyon Range (CR) syncline,

part of the CR thrust sheet in west-central Utah, developed in this regime. The CR syncline is composed of thick-bedded quartzite units with a

small material contrast between layers, limiting limb rotation by ¯exural slip alone. Thus, fracture populations developed to accommodate

fold tightening by limb rotation and thinning, and the formation of transverse zones across the fold. Several generations of fracture and

deformation zone (DZ) networks are recognized from mesoscopic and microscopic evidence, and can be related to stages of folding. The net

result of the large number of distributed fractures and deformation zones is a continuous deformation that is homogeneous at the scale of the

outcrop. All these lines of evidence suggest that large-scale cataclastic ¯ow accommodated folding by allowing rigid mesoscopic blocks to

slide along bounding DZs.

Along its length, the CR syncline consists of several segments bounded by transverse zones with different mechanisms accommodating

fold tightening in adjacent segments. In one segment, fold tightening progressed by limb rotation, and then out-of-the-core thrusting. In

contrast, fold tightening in the adjoining segments occurred by rotation and thinning of one limb and possible hinge migration, with the

steeply dipping to overturned limb showing progressive thinning of units on a megascopic scale and progressive increase in the thickness and

density of deformation zones at all scales. q 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Fold tightening occurs by ductile deformation typically

involving continuous ¯ow. Such deformation is common at

deep crustal levels where high temperatures allow plastic

deformation mechanisms to dominate. However, ductile

deformation may also occur at shallow crustal levels

under elastico-frictional conditions by cataclastic ¯ow, a

process that involves blocks of various sizes sliding past

each other along a stable network of fractures and deforma-

tion zones (DZs). Although individual fractures and DZs are

discrete and zonal discontinuities, the collective character of

a fracture network allows an overall ductile deformation at

the largest scale (Twiss and Unruh, 1998). Analogy to the

deformation of a bean-bag is apt, with the external shape

changes of the bean-bag being accommodated by beans

frictionally sliding past each other within the bean-bag.

Thus, at shallow crustal depths, large-scale fold tightening

may be accomplished by collective movement on a

population of fractures and deformation zones, at all scales,

allowing blocks to slide past one another for a continuous

deformation at the largest scale. The terminology to

describe such deformation can be confusing, so we summar-

ize the principal terms below.

We use terminology developed over the last 25 years

(Sibson, 1977; Mitra, 1978, 1984, 1992; Paterson, 1978;

Ashby et al., 1979; Schmid, 1982; Tullis et al., 1982;

Hadizadeh and Rutter, 1983; Rutter, 1986; Schmid and

Handy, 1991; Twiss and Moores, 1992). The terms ªbrittleº

and ªductileº are phenomenological terms that are a func-

tion of the scale of observation. The classical de®nition of

ªbrittle fractureº refers to failure of rock at a certain stress.

In experimental deformation, a signi®cant stress drop occurs

as cohesion is lost during fracturing (Paterson, 1978; Twiss

and Moores, 1992); no deformation mechanisms are speci-

®ed. While fracture at the grain scale may be preceded by

elastic deformation alone (Grif®th, 1920), it may also be a

result of signi®cant amounts of plastic deformation (Mitra,

1978; Ashby et al., 1979). Throughgoing fractures form by

coalescence of grain-scale cracks, thus requiring additional

deformation beyond initial cracking, which may also

involve signi®cant amounts of plastic deformation (Ashby

et al., 1979). Thus, ªbrittle fractureº can imply different
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mechanisms at different scales. In naturally deformed rocks,

the presence of cracks at the grain scale does not necessarily

imply that a throughgoing fracture developed (Mitra, 1992),

and may imply ªbrittleº or ªductileº deformation.

ªDuctilityº refers to a material's ability to ¯ow uniformly

and its capacity for substantial, non-localized strain, but it

does not specify mechanisms for deformation (Schmid,

1982; Rutter, 1986). A material can deform in a ductile

manner through three classes of mechanisms: (1) intra-

crystalline plasticity, (2) diffusive mass transfer, and (3)

cataclastic ¯ow, or by various combinations of all three

(Hadizadeh and Rutter, 1983; Schmid and Handy, 1991).

Cataclastic ¯ow refers to the pervasive fragmentation of a

material, fragment rotation, frictional sliding and dilatancy

(Sibson, 1977; Paterson, 1978). So, a material can lose

cohesion (i.e. behave in a ªbrittleº manner) and still ¯ow

continuously (behave in a ªductileº manner). Fundamental

to cataclastic ¯ow are stabilizing factors (e.g. mechanically

and physically hardened zones) to allow selective use and

development of a stable penetrative network of fractures and

deformation zones (Hadizadeh and Rutter, 1983). Although,

cataclasis and cataclastic ¯ow were originally de®ned at the

grain scale, the same elastico-frictional mechanisms may

operate at all scales (Sibson, 1977).

It is better to discuss the origin of different structures with

reference to deformation mechanisms (Rutter, 1986;

Schmid, 1982; Schmid and Handy, 1991; Twiss and

Moores, 1992). Cataclasis includes fracturing after elastic

deformation and frictional sliding on fractures. It can lead to

brittle failure (throughgoing fracture or fault) or ductile

deformation (cataclastic ¯ow). The mechanism is pressure

dependent and dominant at shallow crustal levels; following

Sibson (1977) we refer to this behavior as occurring in the

Elastico-Frictional (EF) regime. At deeper crustal levels,

thermally activated mechanisms (intracrystalline plasticity

and diffusive mass transfer) dominate in the Quasi-Plastic

(QP) regime (Sibson, 1977). Based on laboratory experi-

ments, the boundary between the EF and QP regime for

quartz-rich rocks is ,250±3008C (Sibson 1977), which is

equivalent to ,10±15 km depth for a normal geothermal

gradient of ,258C/km. The EF/QP transition is a physical

boundary, unlike a ªbrittle±ductileº boundary, and its

position is a function of temperature, pressure, grain size,

mineralogy, water content, etc. (Sibson, 1977), and may

change during progressive deformation.

A transition from dominantly plastic deformation

processes to elastico-frictional processes might be expected

in any setting where rocks are progressively brought to the

surface during continuing deformation. The internal

portions of any fold and thrust belt (FTB) must be continu-

ously reactivated and progressively brought to the surface

by uplift and erosion to maintain critical taper in an evolving

wedge (DeCelles and Mitra, 1995). In addition to out-of-

sequence imbrication, fault reactivation and duplex growth

(e.g. Boyer, 1992; DeCelles, 1994; Boyer and Elliott, 1982;

Schonborn, 1992), fold tightening (Mitra and Sussman,

1997) helps to achieve the required wedge thickening. As

rocks are brought closer to the surface into the elastico-

frictional regime by progressive uplift and erosion, faulting

and fold tightening are accommodated by cataclastic ¯ow.

While the importance of cataclastic ¯ow in the evolution of

fault zones and thrust sheets is well documented (e.g.

Wojtal, 1989; Wojtal and Mitra, 1986, 1988; Mitra, 1984,

1992; Yonkee and Mitra, 1993; Evans 1993), very little

work exists on its role in fold tightening at shallow crustal

levels (e.g. Wise, 1964; Prucha et al., 1965; Stearns, 1975,

1978).

Some previous work has been done on the geometric and

dynamic relationship between folding and fracturing.

Instantaneous fracturing at some stage during plane strain

folding with the fractures forming under the same stress

system that gave rise to the fold was typically assumed

(Price, 1966 Price 1967; Hancock 1985). Also, simple direct

correlations are made between laboratory-based deformation

experiments on isotropic material and ®eld observations

(Etchecopar et al., 1981; Hadizadeh and Rutter, 1983) without

accounting for material heterogeneities and scale incom-

patibilities. Such analysis is inadequate for explaining

complex fracture networks associated with tight folds,

where many superposed increments of fracturing develop

during fold growth in a three-dimensional strain ®eld, not

just at one instant during folding.

Little detailed work has been done on the kinematics of

natural folding with cataclastic ¯ow and distributed fracture

networks within the elastico-frictional regime. Some studies

identi®ed fractures and faults formed during successive

phases of fold tightening on the basis of fracture character-

istics and cross-cutting relationships (e.g. Price, 1967;

Jamison and Stearns, 1982). However, these studies

emphasized the collective character of the entire fault

population in relation to folding and did not address the

implications of the temporal evolution of the fault

populations for the kinematics of folding. Other attempts

at separating deformation phases were based on fracture

and slip orientations produced in the laboratory (e.g. Etch-

ecopar et al., 1981) which do not adequately explain the

complexities of natural systems (Bott, 1959; Etchecopar et

al., 1981). Early work studying the role of cataclastic ¯ow as

a mechanism for producing folds (Stearns, 1978; Hadizadeh

and Rutter 1983; Rutter 1986) showed that small, homoge-

neously distributed movements on a population of bounding

fractures and deformation zones, accommodate strains.

However, these studies dealt with large wavelength, open

folds.

We attempt to de®ne more precisely the structural asso-

ciation between the evolution of fracture networks and

large-scale progressive fold tightening by addressing three

questions:

1. How does the fracture-network pattern vary relative to

position on the fold and what does this variation tell us

about changes in the deformation ®eld across the fold?
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2. Do the fracture networks change as the fold progressively

tightens?

3. What do the variations in large-scale brittle strains tell us

about the bulk mechanical behavior during folding by

cataclastic ¯ow?

We use the answers to infer the bulk mechanical behavior

of large folds during progressive tightening by pervasive

brittle fracturing.

We have studied the relationship between folding and

fracturing in the Canyon Range, west-central Utah. In this

area, uniform lithologic composition of beds involved in

folding, variation of fold geometry along strike, well

constrained timing relationships of progressive fold

growth, and superbly exposed fracture networks, provide

an ideal setting for analyzing the relationship between

fracturing and folding in the internal portion of a FTB

and its role in maintaining critical taper. The results

have larger implications for evaluating the role of fracture

networks in folding and fold tightening in other structural

settings.

2. Geologic background

2.1. Regional geology and evolution of the Canyon Range

The Sevier fold-and-thrust belt (FTB) de®nes the eastern

margin of thin-skinned deformation in the Cordilleran

orogen of western North America (Fig. 1) (Armstrong,

1968; Burch®el and Davis, 1975; Miller et al., 1992;

Allmendinger, 1992). In this belt, Proterozoic, Paleozoic

and Mesozoic miogeoclinal rocks were transported east-

ward during the late Cretaceous (55±140 Ma) Sevier

orogeny (Armstrong, 1968; Burch®el and Davis, 1975;

Schwartz and DeCelles, 1988). The Sevier FTB is

composed of a series of segments, or salients, bounded by

transverse zones that strike at high angles to the trend of the

belt. The Central Utah segment (Fig. 1) has four major

thrusts: (from west to east) Canyon Range, Pavant, Paxton

and Gunnison (Christiansen, 1952; Armstrong, 1968;

Burch®el and Hickcox, 1972; Higgins, 1982; Lawton,

1982, 1985; Standlee, 1982; Allmendinger et al., 1983;

Holladay, 1983; Millard, 1983; Villien and Klig®eld,

1986; Pequera, 1991; Royse, 1993; Pequera et al., 1994;

Mitra et al., 1994, 1995; Coogan et al., 1995; DeCelles et

al., 1995; Sussman, 1995; Sussman and Mitra, 1995a,b;

Lawton et al., 1997). The thrust sheets are fragmented by

Tertiary Basin-and-Range normal faulting (Fig. 1).

The Canyon Range in west-central Utah exposes mainly

Proterozoic quartzites of the Canyon Range (CR) thrust

sheet (Fig. 2). The sheet is folded into a large-scale anti-

cline±syncline pair. Tightly folded Cretaceous synorogenic

Canyon Range conglomerates are preserved in the core of

the Canyon Range syncline, and overlie Cambrian quart-

zites and carbonates along a folded erosion surface. CR

footwall rocks of the underlying Pavant sheet are exposed

both along the CR thrust trace on the eastern ¯ank of the

range and in an erosional window through the anticline on

the western ¯ank of the range (Fig. 2). The CR thrust also

overrides its own synorogenic conglomerates along portions

of its trace on the eastern ¯ank of the range (Fig. 2).

The evolution of deformation conditions in the CR

through time is well constrained on the basis of a balanced

regional cross section (Coogan et al., 1995; Mitra, 1997) and

a well de®ned erosion and deformation history obtained

from provenance information on Cretaceous synorogenic

sedimentary rocks (DeCelles et al., 1995; Mitra, 1997;

Lawton et al., 1997). Initial deformation of the Proterozoic

quartzites of the CR thrust sheet occurred under deep

(.15 km) conditions at the time of its initial emplacement

(Fig. 3). The sheet was folded as it moved over a ramp in

the Pavant thrust (PVT), and continued to be eroded down

to the level of the Proterozoic±Cambrian quartzites

before some conglomerates were preserved in the core

of the broad syncline. Since these conglomerates (,2

km thick) were folded during subsequent stages of tigh-

tening of the syncline, the deformation of the underlying

quartzites must have occurred under a shallow overburden

(,5 km), well within the elastico-frictional regime for

quartzites (Sibson, 1977; Smith and Bruhn, 1984; Mitra,

1997).

Fold tightening occurred while the CR thrust sheet was

being deformed by motion on younger thrusts below and in

front of the Canyon Range thrust (CRT). The CRT was

continually reactivated as slip was transferred to the CRT

by means of a connecting splay duplex (Mitra and Sussman,

1997) between the lower Pavant thrust (PVT) and the upper

CRT (Fig. 2). The duplex forms the core of the CR anticline

and duplex growth was directly responsible for ampli®ca-

tion of the anticline and tightening of the adjoining syncline

from an open fold to a tight, overturned fold.

In summary, much of the fold tightening in the CR thrust

sheet occurred during the later part of the Sevier orogeny

under shallow overburden, within the elastico-frictional

regime. The rocks developed ªfracture networksº which

include both extensional and shear fractures and deforma-

tion zones (DZs) with a signi®cant component of shearing

displacement. These Sevier-age deformation features are

used to determine the kinematic history of CR folding.

They can be easily distinguished from open fractures

associated with Tertiary normal faults.

2.2. The Canyon Range syncline

The CR syncline trends approximately N±S and its

geometry changes along strike, from an open fold with no

plunge at its southern end to a tight and then overturned fold

with a .458 plunge toward the NNW at its northern end

(Figs. 2 and 4). The CR thrust in the west limb steepens

northward and is likewise overturned at the northern end of

the range.
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Fig. 1. The Sevier fold and thrust belt of the western USA with principal salients and recesses, and the transverse zones bounding them. Detailed map shows generalized geology of central Utah with the major

Sevier-age structures exposed in the ranges of the Basin-and-Range province (after Hintze, 1988). Location of Fig. 2 and line of regional cross-section (A±A 0) are shown. The cross-section along A±A 0 (after

Coogan et al., 1995) shows the major structures: Sevier culmination, Canyon Range culmination, CRT (Canyon Range thrust), PVT (Pavant thrust), PAX (Paxton thrust), GUN (Gunnison thrust), SDD (Sevier

Desert detachment fault).
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Fig. 2. (a) Geologic map of the Canyon Range showing ®rst order faults and folds and equal-area plots of poles to M-planes throughout the Canyon Range (CR) syncline. The best ®t great circles illustrate the

average cumulative E±W motion plane for the CR syncline. (b) Enlarged map view from boxed area in part (a). Line of regional cross section (AA') is shown in both map views. (c) Cross-section AA 0 showing the

folded Canyon Range thrust and the sub-thrust duplex.



Step-wise unfolding of the tightest part of the syncline

using angular unconformities between conglomerate

units, which are present on both limbs of the fold, indi-

cates that at the time of ®rst conglomerate deposition, the

fold interlimb angle was 1568, and that erosion reached

the level of the Cambrian rocks (Mitra and Sussman,

1997). Successive stages in the unfolding history suggest

that progressive fold tightening took place mainly by

rotation of the west limb to a present-day interlimb

angle of 338.
Based on the overprinting of structures and the unfolding

history of the tightest part of the fold, we interpret the along-

strike variations in geometry, i.e. tightness, thickness varia-

tion of beds and hinge shape of the fold, as equivalents of

temporal stages in fold growth. Thus, variations in cross-

sectional geometry along the length of the fold represent

snapshots of its folding history (Fig. 4). These variations

result from differences in the number, size and behavior

of fault slices in the duplex in the core of the adjoining

anticline.

2.3. Variation in fold geometry due to fold tightening

The CR syncline is composed of thick-bedded quartzite

units with a small material contrast between layers, limiting

the role of ¯exural slip during fold growth and tightening

(Bayly, 1974). In a very tight fold with thick and constant

bed thickness, a space problem often develops within the

fold core, which may be relieved by a discontinuity, such as

an out-of-the-core thrust (Price, 1967). However, most

tightening in the CR syncline was accomplished by rotation

of one limb accompanied by limb thinning, and possible

hinge migration (Mitra and Sussman, 1997). The limb

progressively thinned and rotated towards the overall

transport direction of the CRT sheet (Mitra and Sussman,

1997). Some evidence for hinge migration is seen as an

increase in outcrop-scale fracture density in regions where

we would expect hinge migration based on the kinematic

model of Mitra and Sussman (1997).

The thickness and geometry of the limbs and hinge

are based on a series of down-plunge projections and
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Fig. 3. Kinematic history of the central Utah segment of the Sevier FTB with incrementally restored regional cross-sections showing the approximate shapes of

the orogenic wedge during emplacement of successive major thrust sheets in the Canyon Range. Black dots indicate location of the rocks studied through time.

The Canyon Range thrust (CRT), Pavant thrust (PVT), Paxton thrust (PAX), Gunnison thrust (GUN) and the Sevier Desert Detachment (SDD), a low angle

normal fault, are shown.



cross-sections constructed along the length of the CR

syncline. The CR syncline is divided along its length into

10 different down-plunge projection areas according to

variations in fold geometry (Fig. 4, Table 1). Although the

overall fold shape changes from an open fold at its southern

end to a tight, overturned fold at its northern end, in detail

the variation is not laterally continuous because the fold is

cut by transverse zones across which there are abrupt fold

geometry changes. Therefore, the 10 areas are grouped into

four transverse-zone-bound-segments. Areas 1, 2 and 3 are in

the northern-most segment; areas 4, 5 and 6 in the central

segment; areas 7, 8 and 9 in the southern segment; and area

10 in the southernmost segment. Since fold geometry

changes signi®cantly across the three transverse zones, we

infer that folding history within each segment is unique (Fig.

4, Table 1).

3. Fracture networks

3.1. Data collection

A total of 63 locations (sites) along the west limb and

several transects across the CR syncline were selected to

examine fracture network variation with position, hinge

surface attitude, fold plunge and fold tightness. The east
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Fig. 4. Map and cross-sections of Canyon Range syncline. Ten fold pro®les show only the Proterozoic Caddy Canyon Quartzite. Bed thickness for the 10-fold

pro®les are directly comparable: 3, 7, 8 and 10 did not signi®cantly thicken or thin during folding. Darker colors represent areas where the fold underwent

relatively more complex and prolonged deformation. The fracture arrays for the west limb and one representative site on the east limb of the Canyon Range

syncline are shown as pairs of stereograms showing the ªtrueº plot and the ªorientationº plot. Red lines (and their pink poles) indicate the conjugate-conjugate

fractures used in the ªtrueº plots while the blue lines (and their light blue poles) indicate the conjugate-conjugate fracture sets used in the ªorientationº plots to

determine the maximum shortening directions (black dots). The determined shortening directions for area 7 are similar in both the ªtrueº and ªorientationº

plots, due to the in¯uence of the steep normal faults at the southern end of the range.



limb of the syncline underwent little or no rotation and has

very few fractures. We infer that the fracture patterns on the

east limb (Fig. 4) represent deformation that took place

during the early stages of folding and use them as a refer-

ence frame to interpret the fracture patterns in the west limb.

In this paper, we focus on 10 of the 63 stations (black dots

on maps on Figs. 4 and 10) on the west limb of the fold in the

Proterozoic Caddy Canyon quartzite, a nearly homoge-

neous, coarse-grained orthoquartzite. This unit has thick

(1±5 m), massive beds and lacks material heterogeneities

that may in¯uence the development of fracture patterns.

Sampling locations range from 1.4 km to 1.6 km from the

hinge region of the syncline and from 0.7 km to 1.2 km of

the Canyon Range thrust (Fig. 4). Therefore, overprinting

fracture patterns due to localized deformation within the

hinge region and close to the damage zone of the CRT are

avoided. Each site is representative of the west limb for each

area.

To understand the bulk behavior of fractured rocks,

detailed quantitative measurement of the deformation is

required (Figs. 4 and 5). At each location, detailed sketches

of fracture geometry were made and morphological

descriptions recorded using 1 m2 grids (subdivided into 10

cm squares) on two mutually perpendicular surfaces to

obtain the three-dimensional geometry of the fracture

network. From these fracture sketches and descriptions,

we constructed slip-linear plots, determined M-plane

orientations (Angelier, 1979), de®ned overall shortening

directions, and determined the most common slip surfaces

at each location. We then compared the data sets to infer the

evolution of the local fracture populations, which in turn

were used to infer folding history.

3.2. Fracture stages

Fracture populations that developed during folding of the

CR syncline form a deformation fabric that is penetrative at

the outcrop scale (Fig. 5). In the simple case, the formation

of a single fracture or a set of fractures is an instantaneous

process related to the active stress ®eld and principal stress

directions can be determined from the fracture orientation.

However, because of material anisotropies in the rocks and

anisotropies in stress created by the fractures themselves, it

is impossible to de®ne a unique stress tensor for a group of

fractures in a rock (Arthaud, 1969). In addition, for an

evolving fold such as the CR syncline, later deformation

occurs along pre-existing fractures and/or new fractures

form during successive stages of fold tightening. Therefore,

the observed fracture patterns are cumulative. Thus, the

collective character of the fracture population (Fig. 4)

re¯ects overall deformation more accurately than individual

fractures, and provides shortening directions rather than

maximum compressive stress directions (e.g. Arthaud,

1969) for each stage of folding. Consequently, we have

attempted to determine shortening directions rather than

stress orientations for separate stages of fold tightening

along the fold.

Successive generations of fractures were distinguished

on the basis of their microscopic (Sussman, 1995) and

their mesoscopic (this study) characteristics, cross-cutting

relationships and degree of reactivation. Recrystallized

fractures and zones observed at the outcrop scale are the

oldest features and probably formed while the rocks of the

CR sheet were at depth (Fig. 5). Mutually cross-cutting

relationships with thrust-related cleavage at the microscopic

scale (Sussman, 1995) are interpreted to suggest that these

fractures and zones formed during initial emplacement of

the CRT sheet, and may be the result of motion of the sheet

over ramps. Features developed during the later stages of

folding and fold tightening include: open and shear fractures,

breccia zones, cataclasite zones, stylolites, and cemented

and healed zones (Fig. 5e). The oldest features are the

healed zones (with and without iron oxide staining) and

are cross cut by unhealed fractures and zones (Fig. 5e). If

insuf®cient cross cutting information was available, we

assumed that the most prominent and reactivated zones

were the youngest.

The tighter areas of the CR syncline do not necessarily

imply that the folding in those areas began earlier or contin-

ued later than the more open fold pro®le areas. However, we

assume that the tightest areas of the CR syncline, as seen at

the northern end of the range, went through early folding

geometries now represented by the more openly folded

areas to the south. Therefore, we might expect that by

removing successive stages of fracturing from the tighter

fold pro®les, we should ®nd similar fracture patterns to

those preserved in the more open fold pro®les. However,

such a ªstackabilityº of fracture stages is not found because:

(1) later deformation during folding may reactivate existing

fractures rather than forming new ones; and (2) deformation

to create the same incremental change of folding geometry

occurred at different times and perhaps different conditions

in different segments. Variations in fracture network

patterns at different places on the fold indicate differences
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Table 1

Fold geometry summary of the 10 down-plunge areas (compare with Fig. 4)

Down-plunge

area

Interlimb angle (8) West limb dip (8)

(from down-

plunge projection)

, % of thinning

(-) or thickening

(1) of west limb

1 31 75 (overtumed) 240

2 60 90 233

3 72 70 0

transverse zone

4 79 57 123

5 73 75 29

6 94 60 25

transverse zone

7 128 35 0

8 99 60 0

9 80 60 220

transverse zone

10 114 35 0



in deformation history (Fig. 4) and each area must be

analyzed independently.

3.3. Fracture sets

Coulomb theory describes the relationship between stress

and shear fractures produced in a con®ned compressional

setting and predicts that fractures form in a conjugate set

bisected by the maximum compressive stress, yielding plane

strain. Naturally deformed materials, however, often show

at least two pairs of conjugate sets of fractures. Reches

(1978) emphasized that in a three-dimensional strain

®eld at least two pairs of conjugate fractures form arranged

in orthorhombic symmetry. The acute bisectrix of the

conjugate±conjugate fracture sets provides the shortening

direction (and maximum compressive stress direction).

Assuming three-dimensional strain, fracture populations

from each station were examined to ®nd conjugate±conjugate

fracture sets to determine shortening direction(s) for a stage

of folding (black dots in stereograms in Fig. 4) (Reches,

1983). Conjugate±conjugate fracture sets were identi®ed

in the ®eld on the basis of: cross-cutting relationships,

morphology and development of fractures.

Grid locations were carefully selected to most accurately

represent fracture and deformation zone population in a

given area. For each site, we show two different stereograms

based on the collected fracture population data (Fig. 4). In

both types of stereograms, the orientations of fractures sets

were derived from clustering of fractures poles and shown as
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Fig. 5. (a±e) Mesoscale fracture patterns from area 9. (a) Outcrop of Proterozoic Caddy Canyon quartzites of the Canyon Range syncline showing

homogeneous fracturing at the outcrop scale. (b) Typical fracture sets seen in the outcrop (1 m £ 1 m grid for scale). (c) Detailed ®eld sketch of the fracture

patterns within the 1 m £ 1 m grid. (d) Sketch (c) with mesoscale blocks highlighted and six lines of transect used for Spektor chord analysis (Underwood,

1970). (e) Close up photo showing outcrop scale deformation features: recrystallized zones (R), healed zones (H), open fractures (OF), breccia zones (B),

cataclasite zones (C), stylolites (STY). The latest stage features (LDZ) in this area are parallel to bedding (double headed arrow). Bedding heterogeneities

often in¯uence fracture development and maintain bed parallel slip, although to a lesser degree, during later stages of fold tightening. Note that bedding is still

preserved, even though a signi®cant amount of deformation has taken place in area 9.
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great circles. In each case, the stereogram on the left shows

every recognizable fracture within a site location, resulting

in the most prominent (i.e. continuous fractures and thick

deformation zones showing reactivation and well developed

breccia or cataclasite) fracture sets being weighted most

heavily. We refer to these stereograms as the ªtrueº plots

(Fig. 4). The second stereogram is an ªorientationº plot in

which each fracture set is given equal importance. In

other words, if there were n fractures with the same

orientation and character, they would plot as one point on

the ªorientationº plot.

Since the most recently formed fractures in any area are

usually the most prominently developed, the ªtrueº plot can

be used to evaluate the latest stage of fracturing at a site. The

great circles used in the ªtrueº plots were those based on the

highest pole percentage. The ªorientationº plot, on the other

hand, exposes relict fracture patterns (such as healed and

poorly developed fractures) that may be hidden by the

dominant fracture sets formed during the latest stage at a

given site (Figs. 4 and 5). The great circles used to

determine the conjugate±conjugate sets used each pole

concentration equally. The shortening directions remained

consistent even in cases where there were multiple conjugate±

conjugate sets (e.g. Fig. 4, Area 4).

Assuming along strike variations in fold geometry can be

correlated with temporal changes during fold growth, the

last fractures in a particular geometry were the active

fractures in a particular folding stage. The ªtrueº plots

with their bias to the youngest, more abundant fractures,

are the better tool for identifying these features in each

area. The results of the different ªtrueº plots may be

compared to describe changes in fracture patterns during

fold tightening and a complete kinematic history can be

obtained (Figs. 4 and 5).

To compare the deformation patterns from adjoining

areas, the ªtrueº plot from one area is stereographically

manipulated to re¯ect the fold geometry (tightness) and

orientation (plunge) of the adjoining area (Fig. 6a,b, Table

2). The comparisons differ more across segment boundaries

than within segments (Fig. 6a,b, Table 2). For example,

areas 1 and 2 are both within the northern-most segment;

when the ªtrueº plot from area 1 is unfolded to the degree of

folding in area 2, the unfolded shortening direction is

comparable to that seen in area 2 (Fig. 6a). Areas 2 and 4,

on the other hand, are separated from one another by a

transverse zone (Fig. 4), and shortening directions for 2

when unfolded to 4 do not match (Fig. 6b).

Along the entire length of the fold, the acute bisectrix of

the conjugate±conjugate fracture sets on the ªorientation

plotsº is generally steep, suggesting an approximately up/

down shortening direction (Fig. 4, Table 3). The fractures

de®ning this shortening direction are generally healed and/

or poorly developed; thus, they probably developed during

the early stages of folding. The earliest fractures could have

formed when the beds were horizontal or gently dipping. In

the simplest case of horizontal beds, following Andersonian

fault theory (Anderson, 1951), the fractures formed would

have had dips of ,308E or W. In a more complex, natural

system, conjugate±conjugate fracture sets would form with

low dips. We infer that these fractures were rotated with

bedding as the west limb of the CR syncline rotated during

fold tightening, so that their present orientations indicate

ªsteepº shortening directions which are slightly variable

because all areas may not have started fracturing at the

same fold geometry (Table 4).

The observed fracture sets on the ªorientationº plots from

different locations have been placed within a temporal

context by incremental unplunging and unfolding of the

limbs of the syncline from each transverse zone bounded

domain. For comparing the deformation in two adjoining

areas the ªorientationº plots from each are stereographically

manipulated to re¯ect the fold geometry (tightness) and

orientation (plunge) of the adjoining area (an example is

shown in Fig. 7a,b, Table 3). We lack suf®cient control
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Fig. 5. (continued)
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for detailed retrodeformation steps for unplunging and

unfolding the ªorientationº plots. We have used end case

approaches in each area: (1) completely unfold and then

completely unplunge or (2) completely unplunge and then

completely unfold. Both approaches were applied to each

down plunge area and produced very similar results (Fig.

7a,b, Table 3). In each case, the shortening direction

remains consistent, indicating that the CR syncline initially

folded in a very similar manner along strike.

3.4. Motion planes and slip linear plots

For a single sliding surface, a motion plane (M-plane)

contains the slickenline orientation and the pole to the slick-

enside surface, i.e. the fault surface. For a population of

sliding surfaces formed at the same stage of deformation,

a clustering of poles to M-planes de®nes the overall M-

plane orientation. The overall M-plane orientation, which

de®nes the plane of tectonic transport, is consistently E±W

subvertical throughout the deformation (Fig. 2) and

remained approximately constant throughout the fold.

However, this includes lineation data from all fractures,

many of which were older features. Therefore, M-plane

analysis was applied to data for the youngest fractures

identi®ed from ªtrueº plots; M-planes for these active

fractures intersect with the fracture poles of the ªtrueº

plots (see Fig. 8). Their associated slip linears (Fig. 8e),

along with ®eld observations, were used to describe the

relative motion of the mesoscale fault-bound blocks during

folding (as described in Section 4.3).

3.5. Mesoscopic block sizes

The fracture networks break up the rock into blocks of a

variety of sizes. The size distribution of blocks can be

determined using Spektor chord analysis (Underwood,

1970) by measuring fracture spacing on randomly oriented

traverses across the detailed outcrop sketches (Fig. 5d).

Assuming equidimensional blocks, the average block size

ranges from 0.15 to 0.23 m.
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Table 2

ªTrueº plot stereographic manipulations (compare with Fig. 6)

Two areas being compared Amount of

plunge

removal

(plunge, trend)

Areas' bedding

orientations for

amount of dip

removal (dip, dip

direction)

Shortening direction

before rotation (plunge,

trend)

Shortening direction after

rotation (plunge, trend)

Shortening

direction

compared to

(plunge, trend)

Area 1 unfolded to Area 2 (17,357) Area 1: (75, 278)

Area 2: (85, 100)

Area 1: (22,077) Area 1! Area 2: (30,096) < Area 2: (12,094)

Area 2 unfolded to Area 3 (16,352) Area 2: (85, 100)

Area 3: (70, 080)

Area 2: (12,094) Area 2! Area 3: (66,028) < Area 3: (68, 060)

Area 3 unfolded to Area 4

(across a transverse zone)

(16,350) Area 3: (70, 080)

Area 4: (47, 074)

Area 3: (68,060) Area 3! Area 4: (88,050) ± Area 4: (35,078)

Area 4 unfolded to Area 5 & (15,350) Area 4: (47, 074) Area 4: (35,078) Area 4! Area 5: (28,232) < Area 5: (23,260)

Area 5 unfolded to Area 4 Area 5: (70, 076) Area 5: (23,260) Area 5! Area 4: (30,250) ± Area 4: (35,078)

(The dominant folding mechanism is different for Areas 4 and 5. A space problem is relieved from the core of the fold in Area 4 with an out of the core thrust

during fold tightening while area 5 continues to fold tighten by limb thinning and limb rotation. Therefore, the two areas cannot be compared. Note: Area 5 is

also unfolded to Area 4 because Area 5 has a tighter fold geometry.)

Area 5 unfolded to Area 6 (10,352) Area 5: (70, 076)

Area 6: (55, 080)

Area 5: (23,260) Area 5! Area 6: (80,229) < Area 6: (85,227)

Area 6 unfolded to Area 7

(across a transverse zone)

(5,355) Area 6: (55, 080)

Area 7: (48, 081)

Area 6: (85,227) Area 6! Area 7: (75,100) ± Area 7: (82,257)

Area 7 unfolded to Area 8 & (2,011) Area 7: (48, 081) Area 7: (82,257) Area 7! Area 8: (68,271) ± Area 8: (81,070)

Area 8 unfolded to Area 7 Area 8: (60, 080) Area 8: (81,070) Area 8! Area 7: (73,247) ± Area 7: (82,257)

(Areas 7 and 8 are separated by a large normal fault system, so the continuity in their folding mechanisms may be affected. Therefore, Areas 7 and 8 may not

have a strong correlation. Note: Area 8 is also unfolded to Area 7 because Area 8 has a tighter fold geometry.)

Area 8 unfolded to Area 9 (1,017) Area 8: (60, 080)

Area 9: (60, 080)

Area 8: (81,070) Area 8! Area 9: (76,156) < Area 9: (75,212)

Area 9 unfolded to Area 10

(across a transverse zone)

(2,011) Area 9: (60, 80)

Area 10: (50,

090)

Area 9: (75,212) Area 9! Area 10: (52,220) ± Area 10: (89,143)

Fig. 6. ªTrue plotsº in which the fold geometry (interlimb angle) and the orientation (plunge and trend) are stereographically manipulated to match those of an

adjoining area. Areas 1 and 2 are within one transverse-zone-bound-segment while Areas 2 and 4 are in two different transverse-zone-bound-segments.

Conjugate-conjugate fracture sets provide the maximum shortening direction (black dots). (a) Area 1 unfolded to Area 2. (b) Area 2 unfolded to Area 4. (Area

2 is representative of the northern-most segment. See Table 2 for further details.)
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Table 3

ªOrientationº plot stereographic manipulations (compare with Fig. 7)

Two areas

being compared

Areas' bedding orientations

for amount of dip removal

(dip, dip direction)

Amount of plunge

removal (plunge,

trend)

Shortening direction

before rotation (plunge,

trend)

Shortening direction after

rotation: unfolded then

plunge removed (plunge,

trend)

Shortening direction after rotation:

plunge removed then unfolded

(plunge, trend)

Shortening direction

compared to (plunge,

trend)

Area 1 unfolded

to Area 2

Area 1: (75, 278) Area 2: (85, 100) (17,357) Area 1: (61,318) Area 1! Area 2: (79,104) Area 1! Area 2: (68,087) Area 2: (68,089)

Area 2 unfolded

to Area 3

Area 2: (85, 100) Area 3: (70, 080) (16,352) Area 2: (68,089) Area 2! Area 3: (73,080) Area 2! Area 3: (75,071) Area 3: (75,072)

Area 3 unfolded

to Area 4

(across a

transverse zone)

Area 3: (70, 080) Area 4: (47, 074) (16,350) Area 3: (75,072) Area 3! Area 4: (69,128) Area 3! Area 4: (60,160) Area 4: (71,148)

Area 4 unfolded

to Area 5 &

Area 5 unfolded

to Area 4

Area 4: (47, 074) Area 5: (70, 076) (15,350) Area 4: (71,148) Area

5: (76,193)

Area 4! Area 5: (72,199)

Area 5! Area 4: (80,214)

Area 4! Area 5: (74,150) Area

5! Area 4: (74,290)

Area 5: (76,193)

Area 4: (73,148)

(Rotated orientation plots of Areas 4 and 5 have consistent results (i.e. steep plunge), indication that a change in folding mechanism occurred during later fold tightening stages. Note: Area 5 is also unfolded to

Area 4 because Area 5 has a tighter fold geometry).

Area 5 unfolded

to Area 6

Area 5: (70, 076) Area 6: (55, 080) (10,352) Area 5: (76,193) Area 5! Area 6: (85,060) Area 5! Area 6: (81,077) Area 6: (88,087)

Area 6 unfolded

to Area 7

(across a

transverse zone)

Area 6: (55, 080) Area 7: (48, 081) (5,355) Area 6: (88,087) Area 6! Area 7: (78,094) Area 6! Area 7: (85,062) Area 7: (81,265)

Area 7 unfolded

to Area 8 &

Area 8 unfolded

to Area 7

Area 7: (55, 080) Area 8: (48, 081) (2,011) Area 7: (88,087) Area

8: (81,265)

Area 7! Area 8: (78,094)

Area 8! Area 7: (80,301)

Area 7! Area 8: (85,062) Area

8! Area 7: (84,039)

Area 8: (81, 265)

Area 7 (88,087)

(Rotated orientation plots of Areas 7 and 8 have consistent results (i.e. steep plunge), indication that the large normal fault system is active during later stages of fold tightening. Note: Area 8 is also unfolded to

Area 7 because Area 8 has a tighter fold geometry).

Area 8 unfolded

to Area 9

Area 8: (60, 080) Area 9: (60, 080) (1,017) Area 8: (84,62) Area 8! Area 9: (79,089) Area 8! Area 9: (83,070) Area 9: (85,104)

Area 9 unfolded

to Area 10

(across a

transverse zone)

Area 9: (60, 080) Area 10: (50, 090) (2,011) Area 9: (85,104) Area 9! Area 10: (83,051) Area 9! Area 10: (86,040) Area 10: (84,020)



4. Kinematics of folding

4.1. Model for fracturing during fold tightening

If rocks are folded, the deformation is inhomogeneous

(Ramsay, 1967) and the fracture populations (formed at an

instant during folding) vary from the limbs to the hinge of

the fold (Price, 1967; Hancock, 1985). For a fold under-

going progressive tightening by limb rotation under

constant horizontal shortening, a complex population of

fractures should develop at any location within the fold. A

simple model, assuming plane strain folding, is used to

illustrate the pattern of development of fractures and their

behavior during progressive fold tightening (Fig. 9a). The

model provides a start to unraveling the complex fracture

patterns observed in the CR syncline.

The model starts with a horizontal bed with bed-parallel

compression. Conjugate sets of shear fractures form with

the maximum compressive stress orientation as the acute

bisector, along with extension fractures parallel to the

maximum compressive stress direction. As the fold tightens,

the orientation of the fold limbs with respect to the maxi-

mum compressive stress direction progressively changes,

and a new set of conjugate and extension fractures form.

Earlier formed fractures that remain in convenient orienta-

tions for sliding or extension remain active. Original shear

fractures may evolve into extension fractures, and vice

versa. At any particular stage of deformation, active shear-

ing fractures lie 30 ^ 208 from the maximum compression

direction, while actively extending fractures lie at ,108
from the maximum compression direction (Bles and

Feuga, 1986; Twiss and Moores, 1992). Fractures under-

going healing under compression and/or stylolite formation

lie at angles of 80±908 from the maximum compression

direction, and inactive fractures lie at angles of 50±808
from the maximum compression direction.

The model shows folding of both limbs to an interlimb

angle of 1008 (i.e., 408 limb dips), with continued fold

tightening taking place by rotation of one limb. The rotating

limb would then have a higher density of fractures. This

simple, plane strain model is similar to the folding history

of the CR syncline with a constant overall E±W vertical

motion plane (Fig. 2), and where the east limb reached a

constant maximum dip of no more than 40±508 while the

west limb continued to be rotated to vertical and overturned

dips as the fold tightened.

Additional complexities (not shown) to this simple model

result as different sets of fractures form within the hinge

region (due to local variations in the stress ®eld there).

Hinge zone fractures migrate into the rotating limb if

there is hinge migration, and overprinting fractures form

near transverse zones. Also, in a three-dimensional strain

®eld the shear fractures form in conjugate±conjugate sets

with an orthorhombic symmetry (Fig. 9b, Reches 1978;

Reches and Dieterich, 1983). These additional complexities

allow us to explain the details of the patterns of fracture

populations observed in the CR syncline.

Multiple overprinting fracture sets, at the outcrop scale,

eventually form a system of fracture bounded blocks of

vastly different sizes. Different size classes may be organized

into subsystems (Fig. 9a). Movement along the fractures

would result in gaps and overlaps between the moving

blocks, leading to further fracturing and smaller blocks to

maintain continuity between larger size classes. Progressive

development and organization of subsystems continues with

increasing deformation forming the blocks with the most

energy ef®cient shapes (i.e. the most space ®lling). With

enough size classes formed, the material behaves in a

ductile manner and ¯ows by mesoscopic cataclastic ¯ow.

Such ¯ow involves fracturing, loss of cohesion and frictional

sliding at all scales due to a dispersed, interconnected

network of fractures.

4.2. Variation of fracture-network pattern relative to

position on the fold

Different fold tightening mechanisms are dominant in

successive down plunge areas. For example, in areas 1, 2,
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Table 4

Each of the 10 areas' present shortening directions compared to their de-plunged and unfolded shortening directionsa

Down-plunge

area

Shortening direction

(plunge, trend)

Amount of plunge

removed (plunge, trend)

Amount of bedding dip

removed (dip, dip dir.)

De-plunged and unfolded shortening

direction (plung, trend)

1 (53,303) (19,358) (78,278) (30,348)

2 (60,082) (16,355) (85,100) (10,245)

3 west limb (75,257) (16,350) (70,080) (10,260)

3 east limb (80,093) (16,350) (36,298) (04,311)

4 (72,136) (16,350) (47,074) (10,084)

5 (77,205) (15,350) (70,076) (39,295)

6 (88,198) (05,355) (55,080) (07,057)

7 (67,277) (05,355) (48,081) (08,107)

8 (83,094) (00,017) (60,080) (36,280)

9 (82,102) (00,017) (60,080) (12,229)

10 (85,336) (02,185) (50,090) (27,088)

a Note: shortening direction trends from de-plunged and unfolded areas that are not E±W (e.g. Area 1) may be due to local variations in early deformation.
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8 and 9 (Fig. 4) the fold remains continuous and tightening

is accommodated by varying degrees of limb thinning

accompanied by possible hinge migration, while in area 4

fold tightening is accommodated by out of the core thrusting

(Fig. 4). Variations of fracture-network patterns would

presumably result from differences in deformation history

in different parts of the fold. The fracture patterns represent

many superposed increments of fracturing during fold

growth. Therefore, the geometric and kinematic relationship

of fracture network evolution and fold growth under shallow

crustal conditions can only be successfully determined by

separating successive generations of fractures on the basis

of cross-cutting relationships, fracture character and

orientation, and degrees of reactivation.

Microstructural studies of deformation zones (DZs) are

useful for this analysis because relict deformation phases are

well preserved as recataclasized zones. For example, the CR

syncline has undergone a very complex and prolonged

history of folding in area 2, which has an interlimb angle

of 608 (Fig. 4). At least two stages of cataclastic ¯ow are

observed at the microscale from this area, which is the

largest number of cataclastic events seen at this scale within

the CR syncline (similar to Fig. 10a). The CR syncline has

an interlimb angle of 808 in area 4 and only one stage of

cataclastic ¯ow is observed at the microscale. In areas of

greater interlimb angles (e.g. area 7 with an interlimb angle

of 1248), no DZs are observed at the microscale (Fig. 10b).

In addition, because cataclastic ¯ow generally results in

dilatancy, ¯uid pressure within the cataclasite zones ¯uctu-

ated considerably during reactivations. This change is

indicated at the microscale by successive series and recata-

clasis of iron oxide precipitate from multiple generations of

¯uid ¯ow and dispersed fracture formation (Fig. 10a) (Twiss

and Unruh, 1998). Similar patterns are observed with the

mesoscopic fracture networks, which are best developed in

areas 2 and 9 (Fig. 5).

We may expect to ®nd fractures that are reactivated as

deformation zones in addition to new fractures in regions

where the CR fold has the smallest interlimb angle; i.e.,

where there is the most limb rotation. As folding progresses,

the earlier fractures formed may be reactivated as deforma-

tion zones, if they continue to be in convenient orientations.

This reactivation would result in reduction in grain size

within the DZs bounding the mesoscale blocks. Multiple

stages of reactivation on previously formed zones may

result in large outcrop scale block sizes. Alternatively,

earlier formed fractures may rotate to inappropriate orienta-

tions and become mechanically hardened, resulting in more

fracturing at the next stage of deformation. This would

result in an overall reduction in the size of mesoscopic

blocks bounded by fractures and DZs with minimal amounts

of reactivation.

4.3. Large-scale strain by cataclastic ¯ow

The scale of fractures in the CR syncline range from

micro-scale cracks to map-scale transverse zones. We

have focused on mesoscale fractures whose distribution is

approximately homogeneous at the scale of the outcrop

(Wojtal, 1989). If deformation is accommodated by a

large number of slip events on many fractures and DZs,

and the deformation scale is large compared to the size of

the fractures and DZs on which deformation is accommo-

dated, then the resultant deformation may be approximated

as homogeneous and continuous (Twiss and Unruh, 1998).

In the CR syncline, the motion on individual fractures and

DZs bounding the outcrop-scale blocks is very small

compared to the overall deformation of the beds in the CR

syncline, as evidenced by the preservation of bedding from

block to block (Fig. 5). Clearly, motion along the DZs do

not need to be large to accommodate very tight folding

(Hadizadeh and Rutter, 1983). Contrasting mesofracture

assemblages in different parts of the fold (Fig. 4) re¯ect

different bulk strain histories and can be used to constrain

the motion of the beds containing those fractures.

On a regional scale, the Caddy Canyon Quartzite shows

uniform thickness (,585 m) along the length of the Canyon

Range (Holladay, 1983), and this thickness is typically

observed in the little-deformed east limb of the CR syncline

(Fig. 4, Table 1). The overall strain during fold tightening is

measured by the thinning or thickening of the Caddy

Canyon Quartzite at the map scale, which can be estimated

from down-plunge projections, assuming plane strain (Fig.

4). The thinning and thickening is accomplished dominantly

by the ªjostlingº motion of large blocks, bounded by

mesoscale DZs, during fold tightening. Unfortunately, the

lack of good offset markers across faults prevents direct

measurement of the strain due to cataclastic ¯ow (e.g.

Wojtal, 1989). Instead, we estimate the mesoscale elastico-

frictional strain by removing the initial plastic strain

(Sussman, 1995) from the overall ®nite strain (e.g. Ramsay

and Huber, 1983). The plastic strain in the Caddy Canyon

quartzites, from a few locations along the fold, have been

determined by the Fry method (Fry, 1979; McNaught, 1994;

Mukul, 1998).

Movement on fractures results in variable strain along the

syncline, with thinning of beds in some parts and thickening

in others (Table 1, Fig. 11). This is illustrated using two

areas (2 and 4 in Fig. 11) with similar fracture patterns

that lie in different segments across a transverse zone. The
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Fig. 7. ªOrientation plotsº in which the fold geometry (interlimb angle) and the orientation (plunge and trend) are stereographically manipulated to match

those of an adjoining area. Areas 1 and 2 are within one transverse-zone-bound-segment while Areas 2 and 4 are in two different transverse-zone-bound-

segments. Conjugate-conjugate fracture sets provide the maximum shortening direction (black dots). Note the consistent shortening directions obtained from

the stereographically manipulated ªorientationº plots by either ®rst removing the plunge or ®rst unfolding. (a) Area 1 unfolded to Area 2. (b) Area 2 unfolded

to Area 4. Note common up-down shortening direction.
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Poles to outcrop scale
fractures and DZs

Area 4

M-poles

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Fig. 8. (a±e) An example from area 4 illustrating the series of steps used to develop slip linear plots in order to determine motion of outcrop scale blocks.

Compare slip linear plot to block motion of area 4 in Fig. 11. (a) ªTrue plotº with great circles derived from highest fracture and DZ pole concentrations. These

great circles represent active fractures and zones at that stage of folding. (b) All motion planes derived from M-pole concentrations for Area 4. (c) ªTrue plotº

fractures and DZs with their poles. (d) All M-planes and M-poles. (e) Slip-linear plot constructed from the intersection of fracture and DZ poles with M-planes.

Arrows indicate possible motion along these fractures and DZs. Final motion, from the two options for each slip linear point, based on ®eld evidence (e.g.

slicken®bers and/or offset markers).
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Fig. 9. (a) Plane strain model of a fold undergoing progressive tightening by limb rotation. Successive stages are shown with 208 limb rotation at each stage,

assuming a constant horizontal compression direction. Thick, dark grey lines indicate fractures that originally formed as extension fractures, while thin, light

grey lines are original shear fractures. Solid lines are active fractures, dashed lines are inactive fractures and dotted lines are healed fractures. ªSubsystemsº, or

various ªblockº sizes bounded by the cumulative active and inactive fractures are shown for the ®nal stage of folding. (b) Conjugate fracture sets formed with

plane strain in a compressive stress system (top set of ®gures) and conjugate-conjugate fracture sets (with orthorhombic symmetry) formed in a three-

dimensional strain ®eld with a compressive stress system (after Reches, 1975).



beds in area 2 have undergone large amounts of thinning

and extension (,33%, equivalent to a plane strain axial

ratio of 1.77 with long axis parallel to bedding) while the

beds in area 4 have undergone a large amount of thicken-

ing (,23%, equivalent to a plane strain axial ratio of 1.52

with long axis perpendicular to bedding) (Table 1). The

initial plastic strain ratio in the XZ (transport) plane in

area 2 is 1.08 with the long axis at 108 to bedding, and in

area 4 the XZ ratio is 1.14 with the long axis at 138 to

bedding. Removing the early plastic strain yields brittle

deformation strain at area 2 to be 1.64 (or 28% bed-paral-

lel stretching) and strain at area 4 to be 1.72 (or 31% bed

thickening). The excess material in the fold-core at area 4

causes volume imbalance that is relieved by out-of-the-

core thrusting while the CR syncline in area 2 remained

continuous as fold tightening progressed by limb thinning

and rotation. Clearly, similar fractures within different

segments were exploited in different ways to produce

distinct strain patterns.

5. Discussion

Based on our observations in the CR syncline, we have

presented a model in which large-scale cataclastic ¯ow

occurs by the simultaneous development of many fractures

and DZs. The volume of the resultant mesoscale blocks is

much greater than the zones that bound them, so that

the shape of the blocks greatly affect the behavior of the

bounding zones. Although these mesoscale blocks are not

`¯oating' within an even larger scale DZ, the combined

motion of these blocks is a form of cataclastic ¯ow that

accommodates continuous folding of the CR syncline and

therefore must maintain ductility at the scale of the fold.

Change in shape without signi®cant change in volume is

necessary to maintain ductility. Therefore, it follows as a

geometric constraint that the DZ-bound blocks must still

®t together after deformation. In other words, there must

be strain compatibility (Paterson, 1978; Menendez et al.,

1996). Although the DZs are discontinuities, the DZs
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Fig. 10. (a) Photomicrograph of cataclasite zones showing recataclasized and foliated cataclasites from area 9 (see Figs. 5 and 6). (b) Photomicrograph from

area 7 illustrating minimal amount of elastico-frictional deformation. Note the stylolites (STY) and healed transgranular cracks (HT).



bounding the blocks play an essential role in maintaining

large-scale ductility and compatibility. They collectively

and continuously position the blocks in the most ef®cient

manner at each deformation stage and provide a smooth

transition from block to block.

Within the plastic regime (e.g. in metals), von Mises

criterion de®nes compatibility and requires simultaneous

slip on ®ve independent slip systems. The same compatibility

constraints must be obeyed when ¯ow takes place in any

deformation regime, including cataclastic ¯ow. Although

only two pairs of conjugate slip systems (DZs) typically

develop within the elastico-frictional regime when rocks

are deformed, compatibility can be maintained by: (1) thin-

ning or thickening of DZs bounding the mesoscale blocks to

avoid producing gaps or overlaps, and (2) adjusting the

placement and/or formation of different mesoscale block

sizes to remove any gaps or overlaps. In effect, these

processes produce the equivalent of ®ve independent

slip systems for continuous ¯ow. Therefore, the necessity

for ®ve slip systems is relaxed and compatibility is still

maintained.

Compatibility can also be maintained by different
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Fig. 11. Mesoscopic fracture patterns from different locations in the west limb of the Canyon Range syncline showing active fracture systems and fracture

bounded blocks during the last stages of folding. Different colors indicate fractures formed at different stages of fold tightening, with cooler colors indicating

earlier folding stages and warm colors indicating more advanced folding stages. Same colors in different areas indicate that the fractures formed at the same

stage of folding and were reactivated as folding progressed.



deformation mechanisms being active at different scales,

simultaneously. Each deformation mechanism is unique to

its scale and local stresses during a phase of deformation. A

cooperative, rather than a fractal, relationship exists between

the deformation processes taking place at the meso and micro-

scales in order to continue ductile deformation within the

elastico-frictional regime. The cooperation amongst the

various scales of deformation provide a means by which

the overall strain progressively and smoothly changes within

the deforming body. For example, the DZs maintaining

large-scale cataclastic ¯ow may also ¯ow within the zones

themselves by a different mechanism (e.g. diffusion) to

maintain strain compatibility at an even smaller scale.

Cataclastic ¯ow at any scale can only begin with the

formation of a stable network of penetrative fractures and

fragmentation. Before large-scale cataclastic ¯ow occurs, a

network of fractures and stable DZs must form. These form

by the linking of microcracks and smaller scale DZs

from various microscale DZ networks. Once the rock has

fractured to form stable meso-block sizes, the blocks begin

to slide past one another on a stable network of shear

fractures and mesoscale DZs. As a result, the potential for

continued deformation by the development or activation of

other DZs outside of the stable network is substantially

reduced, unless the external environment changes, such as

with limb rotation. If the external environment changes,

different subpopulations of large-scale DZs are activated

at different stages of deformation and form stable networks

to continue cataclastic ¯ow. Evidence for the inactivity

or activity of the DZs is preserved within the zones as

microstructural signatures indicating hardening and

softening stages, respectively. Rock deforming within the

EF regime potentially provides a very complete record

of the deformation history, because later structures

simply cross cut, without completely obliterating, earlier

structures.

6. Conclusions

1. The Canyon Range (CR) syncline trends N±S and its

geometry varies from an open fold at its southern end

to a tight and then overturned fold at its northern end.

Based on overprinting structures and the unfolding

history of the tightest part of the CR syncline, we inter-

pret the along strike variation in geometry (tightness,

thickness variation in beds and hinge shape of the fold)

as equivalents of temporal stages of growth.

2. The CR syncline tightened within the elastico-frictional

regime by cataclastic ¯ow, at all scales. The deformation

was accommodated by a large number of slip events on a

distributed network of fractures and deformation zones

(DZs) that is penetrative at the outcrop scale and can be

approximated as homogeneous and continuous. Fracture-

and DZ-bounding mesoscale blocks were continuously

positioned in the most ef®cient manner at each folding

stage, resulting in ductile deformation at the scale of the

fold.

3. Contrasting mesofracture assembleges in different parts

of the fold re¯ect different bulk strain histories. The

fracture patterns represent many superposed increments

of fracturing during fold growth.

4. Early fractures (healed or recrystallized) occur in orthor-

hombic sets and indicate a consistent steeply plunging

shortening direction. Rotation of bedding to horizontal

indicates similar sub-horizontal layer parallel shortening

everywhere along the fold during early deformation.

5. Late fractures occur in orthorhombic sets and indicate

similar deformation patterns within transverse-zone-

bounded-segments and different patterns between trans-

verse zones.

6. The overall strain during fold tightening is measured

by the thinning or thickening of the beds at the map-

scale. Approximately 30% thinning and thickening of

beds is accomplished by the ªjostlingº motion of large

blocks, bounded by mesoscale DZs. We estimate the

mesoscale elastico-frictional strain in two areas by

removing the initial plastic strain from the overall ®nite

strain.
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